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DESCRIPTION

Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield’s *Intermediate Accounting, Sixteenth Edition* continues to set the standard for students and professionals in the field. The 16th edition builds on this legacy through new, innovative student-focused learning. Kieso maintains the qualities for which the text is globally recognized, including its reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, accessibility, and quality problem material that best prepares students for success on the CPA exam and accounting careers. The 16th edition offers the most up-to-date coverage of US GAAP & IFRS in a format suited to the complex challenges of teaching intermediate accounting in these changing times.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

**Donald E. Kieso**, PhD, CPA, received his bachelor's degree from Aurora University and his doctorate in accounting from the University of Illinois. He is currently the KPMG Peat Marwick Emeritus Professor of Accounting at Northern Illinois University. He has public accounting experience with Price Waterhouse & Co. (San Francisco and Chicago) and Arthur Andersen & Co. (Chicago) and research experience with the Research Division of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (New York). He has done post doctorate work as a Visiting Scholar at the University of California at Berkeley and is a recipient of NIU's Teaching Excellence Award and four Golden Apple Teaching Awards. Professor Kieso is the author of other accounting and
business books and is a member of the American Accounting Association, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and the Illinois CPA Society. He is currently serving on the Board of Trustees and Executive Committee of Aurora University, as a member of the Board of Directors of Castle BancGroup Inc., and as Treasurer and Director of Valley West Community Hospital.

Jerry J. Weygandt, PhD, CPA, is Arthur Andersen Alumni Professor of Accounting at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He holds a Ph.D. in accounting from the University of Illinois. Articles by Professor Weygandt have appeared in the Accounting Review, Journal of Accounting Research, Accounting Horizons, Journal of Accountancy, and other academic and professional journals. These articles have examined such financial reporting issues as accounting for price-level adjustments, pensions, convertible securities, stock option contracts, and interim reports. Professor Weygandt is author of other accounting and financial reporting books and is a member of the American Accounting Association, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and the Wisconsin Society of Certified Public Accountants. He has served on numerous committees of the American Accounting Association and as a member of the editorial board of the Accounting Review; he also has served as President and Secretary-Treasurer of the American Accounting Association. He is the recipient of the Wisconsin Institute of CPAs Outstanding Educator's Award and the Lifetime Achievement Award. In 2001 he received the American Accounting Association's Outstanding Accounting Educator Award.

Terry D. Warfield, Ph.D. is associate professor of accounting at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He received a B.S. and M.B.A from Indiana University and a Ph.D. in accounting from the University of Iowa. Professor Warfield's area of expertise is financial reporting, and prior to his academic career, he worked for five years in the banking industry. He served as the Academic Accounting Fellow in the Office of the Chief Accountant at the U.S. Securities and Exchange commission in Washington, D.C. from 1995-1996). Professor Warfield's primary research interests concern financial accounting standards and disclosure policies. He has published scholarly articles in the Accounting Review, Journal of Accounting and Economics, Research in Accounting Regulation, and Accounting Horizons, and he has served on the editorial boards of the Accounting Review, Accounting Horizons, and Issues in Accounting Education. He has served as president of the Financial Accounting and Reporting Section, the Financial Accounting Standards Committee of the American Accounting Association (Chair 1995-1996), and on the AAA-FASB Research Conference Committee. Professor Warfield has received teaching awards at both the University of Iowa and the University of Wisconsin, and he was named to the teaching Academy at the University of Wisconsin in 1995. Professor Warfield has developed and published several case studies based on his research for use in accounting classes. Theses cases have been selected for the AICPA Professor-Practitioner Case Development Program and have been published in Issues in Accounting Education.

RELATED RESOURCES

Student

Instructor
NEW TO EDITION

Accounting Cycle Review Assignable “Chapter 0” offers adaptive review and practice of each stage of the accounting cycle with additional reading content, exercises, and problems to provide additional opportunities for both granular and comprehensive accounting cycle practice.

Easy Assessment Algorithmic, multiple-choice test bank questions make student assessment simple to create and assign. All questions are tagged to Bloom’s Taxonomy, AACSB, AICPA, and IMA standards, allowing instructors and departments to quickly demonstrate outcomes, analyze student performance data, and make immediate improvements.

Organized Learning A new, streamlined learning design of both WileyPLUS and the text helps students find relevant videos, reading content, and resources based on associated learning objectives, to ensure the best use of time outside of class.

FASB Update Content has been updated with references to recent FASB standard updates including Revenue Recognition, Financial Instruments, Leases, and Pensions.

Practice Made Simple Brand new end-of-chapter Review & Practice section with additional exercises, brief exercises, and problems to ensure students have many opportunities for additional practice.

Problem Solution Walkthrough Videos Terry Warfield and subject matter experts provide videos with step-by-step solutions to over 100 problems that are based on similar problems students will find in their homework assignments.

Career Readiness Career-focused resources are available within WileyPLUS including access to 1,000 FAR-related CPA exam questions via CPAexcel, opportunities to look for internships and entry-level accounting positions with Accountingfly, and the ability to seek career, resume, and interviewing advice with career coaching demonstration from InsideTrack.
FEATURES

*WileyPLUS with ORION* addresses the challenges of student readiness and retention, and helps instructors and students improve learning outcomes, by integrating course content with learning tools, assessment, and practice activities on one adaptive platform.

Based on cognitive science, ORION provides students with a personal, adaptive learning experience so they can identify what they know and don’t know early, build their proficiency on topics, and use their study time most effectively. *WileyPLUS with ORION* helps students learn by learning about them.

For additional product details, please visit [https://www.wiley.com/en-us](https://www.wiley.com/en-us)